The Union Man

MRS. ANDREW SNODGRASS RE-

The union man holds the destiny of the human race in his hand. The record of his achievements is one of ceaseless endeavor and wonderful achievement. He has brought to the nation a system of men who are the backbone of the nation—today—to make of those opportunities which a few years ago were but a dream the solid foundation upon which we can build the future of this beautiful nation. The union man, who is the backbone of the nation, has given to the world a system of education and development which organize the laboring world today, where men may stand upon their own two feet, men in the mood of strength who have both the power of the mind and the power of the soul. The union man, who is the backbone of the nation, has given to the world a system of freedom and development which organize the laboring world today, where men may stand upon their own two feet, men in the mood of strength who have both the power of the mind and the power of the soul.
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